
CUSTOM PAPERWEIGHTS GLASS

Personalized Paperweight, Photo in Glass, Gift for Mom, Gift for Dad, Newborn . Custom Engraved Photo Glass Block,
Personalized Crystal Paperweight as a.

Each of your engraved paperweights is made to your exact requirements. Firstly, they look extremely
professional to those visiting your premises. We recommend that you request us for preview so that we can
share the planned design with you prior to finalizing your photo paper weight. A personalized notebook is a
great gift for any occasion. Engraved Paperweights Our engraved paperweights are handcrafted by a process
called etching. Shutterfly has you covered with elegant gifts for every office birthday, holiday or celebration.
Customised Paper Weight India Our custom paper weights are truly one of a kind. When it comes to high-end
quality products, crystal and glass are in a league of their own and our 3D engraved crystal paperweights look
and feel expensive, yet are very economically priced. We have added a slight power of magnification so that
we can create a wonderful effect on the designs underneath. Do you work with an avid note taker or a private
thinker? We use special printing techniques that will make your photo paper weight looks absolutely amazing.
Custom Glass Paperweights We chose glass for our paperweights because of the premium look and feel that it
provides. We have an extensive range of over 70 crystal shapes and styles of promotional paperweight from
contemporary to facet cut designs we have something to suit all designs and budgets. Sized roughly 3 inches
by 3 inches, these paperweights feel great to hold, and look even better on a Desk. Personalise Your
Paperweights At Laser Crystal, we understand the importance of personalised bespoke paperweight gifts.
Paper Weight Gift Paper weights are good option for a gift because they are great accessories for anyone that
has a desk, be it in the office or at home. They make it easier to read from sheets of paper without having to
hold them down with your hands, and generally helping keep desks tidy. Not a problem, we can print those for
you as well. Have your own Design, Quote, Logo or Photograph? A beautiful gift. Laser Engraved Glass Gifts
If you are looking for unique gift ideas, view our wide range of corporate paperweight shapes and sizes to suit
all designs and budgets. The results are amazing â€” for example adding a colour print to the base of the
crystal completely changes the appearance of the glass making the whole piece look a different colour! We
however, want to change that a bit. Shutterfly has nearly 20 different options for your glass paper weight
design. Bespoke 3D Engraved Glass Paperweights We add the wow factor to your 3D engraved crystal
paperweight gifts to turn them into art pieces that amaze and delight. Instead of using Acrylic or plastic like
others, we use Glass for our custom paperweights because it is heavier to hold and very premium to the touch.
She loved it. We offer a full in-house service from design to production which means we can offer a fast and
efficient turnaround. Let your inner office hero shine with a stock of custom gifts from Shutterfly. We can
even add a quote or name to your photo paper weight.


